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Un libro que enseÃ±a cÃ³mo estudiar y analizar nuestro Ã¡rbol genealÃ³gico, para asÃ poder

entender nuestro pasado familiar y sanar nuestro presente. Â«Todo el mundo deberÃa conocer su

Ã¡rbol genealÃ³gico. La familia es nuestro cofre del tesoro o nuestra trampa mortal.Â» La

metagenealogÃa Â«no es estrictamente una terapia, sino un trabajo de toma de concienciaÂ» del

estado de salud del Ã¡rbol genealÃ³gico en el que se ha nacido. La lectura de este libro y sus

ejercicios ayudarÃ¡n al lector a trabajar en su propio Ã¡rbol, a tomar conciencia de la tradiciÃ³n

familiar que pesa sobre Ã©l y a sanarlo desde el presente. ENGLISH DESCRIPTION A practical

guide to recognizing and overcoming the patterns and influences of the four generations before you

&#149; Provides exercises to uncover your familyâ€™s psychological heritage, heal negative

patterns of behavior and illness in your family tree, and discover your true self &#149; Explains how

we are the product of two forces: repetition of familial patterns from the past and creation of new

ideas from the Universal Consciousness of the future &#149; Interwoven with examples from

Jodorowskyâ€™s own life and his work with the tarot, psychoanalysis, and psychomagic The family

tree is not merely vital statistics about your ancestors. It is an embodied sense of self that we inherit

from at least four prior generations, constituting both a life-giving treasure and a deadly trap. Each

of us is both an heir of our lineage and a necessary variation that brings the family into new territory.

Are you doomed to repeat the patterns of your parents and grandparents? Or can you harness your

familial and individual talents to create your own destiny? In Metagenealogy, Alejandro Jodorowsky

and Marianne Costa show how every individual is the product of two forces: the imitating force,

directed by the family group acting from the past, and the creative force, driven by the Universal

Consciousness from the future. Interweaving examples from Jodorowskyâ€™s own life and his work

with the tarot, psychoanalysis, and psychomagic, the authors provide exercises, visualizations, and

meditations to discover your familyâ€™s psychological heritage and open yourself to the growth and

creativity of Universal Consciousness. They reveal how identifying the patterns, emotional

programming, and successes and failures of the four generations that influence you--your siblings,

parents, aunts, uncles, grandparents, and great-grandparents--allows you to see beyond the stable

identity formed by family lineage. It frees you to overcome your inherited subconscious patterns of

behavior and illness, stop the transmission of these patterns to future generations, and reconnect

with your true self and unique creative purpose in life. By understanding your family tree and your

place in it, you open your ability to heal the ancient struggle between the repetitive forces of the past

and the creative forces of the future.
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This is a greatly informative book written for both sides of the brain. Jodorosky is a consciousness

expanding modern shaman that has developed a way to work with the family tree to heal it and its

members. I love it.

It's easy to understand and with very common examples that will clear your path and will give you

insights about your personality.

Sumamente revelador y de gran ayuda a comprender a ir mas alla de la comprensiÃ³n que se tiene

de las relaciones familiares y sus resultados de esas relaciones..

Recomiendo la lectura de este libro estando concentrado. Temas complejos pero muy atinados.

Gran Libro.

Mysterious, Enlightening, healing , my best book investment ever

Excelente libro! Cambia la perspectiva de tus problemas

Excellent !!! It saved me 20 years of therapy easy :)
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